The real estate derivatives market allows participants to manage risk and return from exposure to property, without buying or selling directly the underlying asset. Such market is growing very fast hence the need to rely on simple yet effective pricing models is very great. In order to take into account the real estate market sensitivity to the interest rate term structure in this paper is presented a two-factor model where the real estate asset value and the spot rate dynamics are jointly modeled. The pricing problem for both European and American options is then analyzed and since no closed-form solution can be found a bidimensional binomial lattice framework is adopted. The model proposed allows calibration to the interest rate and volatility term structures.
Introduction
The derivatives pricing problem roots lie in the seminal papers by Black and Scholes [1] and Merton [2] (hereafter BSM). They were the first to analytically solve the option pricing problem and for this achievement in 1997 were awarded the Nobel prize. This paper relies on the BSM risk-neutral valuation framework adapting it to the peculiarity of the real estate derivatives. In fact this class of contracts is characterized by a payoff dependent on an underlying real estate asset whose value depends on the interest rate dynamics. In particular in this paper the real estate asset value is represented by a geometric Brownian motion whereas the spot interest rate, which in the standard BSM framework is considered as a constant parameter, is properly modeled as a stochastic variable.
The layout of the remainder of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we present the two-factor pricing model in continuous time and derive the general valuation equation for any real estate derivative depending on the real estate asset value and the spot interest rate. Since the level of analytical tractability of the continuous-time model is quite limited, a discrete-time version within a bidimensional binomial lattice framework is introduced. In section 3 we show how the bidimensional binomial lattice can be implemented by using statecontingent Arrow-Debreu prices and then calibrated to the current market term structure of interest rates and the current term structure of volatilities. In section 4 an application to European and American option pricing problems is given. Finally conclusions are drawn in section 5.
Model formulation
Let us consider an economy with two correlated state variables, the real estate asset value X = {X(t), t ≥ 0} and the risk-free spot interest rate r = {r(t), t ≥ 0}, whose evolutions as function of the time variable t are described respectively by the following stochastic differential equations (SDEs) dX(t) = µ X (X t , t)dt + σ X (X t , t)dW 1 (t), dr(t) = µ r (r t , t)dt + σ r (r t , t)dW 2 (t), where {W i (t), t ≥ 0}, for i = 1, 2, are two standard Wiener processes defined under the same natural probability measure P and correlated through a timedependent correlation coefficient ρ(t) ∈ [−1, 1], ∀ t ≥ 0.
In particular, for the real estate asset value X we specify a geometric Brownian motion dX(t) = (µ − δ)X(t)dt + σ X X(t)dW 1 (t), (2.1) where δ ≥ 0 is the cash-flow continuously paid by the real estate asset and µ is its total expected rate of return, so that the difference µ − δ is the real estate asset rate of appreciation per unit time. The coefficient σ X > 0 indicates the instantaneous volatility of the real estate asset value. The term structure is generated by a stochastic process modeling the dynamics of the natural logarithm of the spot interest rate r d ln r(t) = ∂ ln u(t) ∂t − ∂ ln σ r (t) ∂t ln u(t) − ln r(t) dt + σ r (t) dW 2 (t), (2.2) where u(t) is the median of the spot rate distribution at time t and σ r (t) the spot rate volatility at time t. The spot rate process (2.2) is the continuoustime equivalent of the interest rate model developed by Black, Derman and Toy [3] (hereafter called BDT model). Although the BDT model was originally presented in a discrete-time binomial lattice framework, equation (2. 2) better clarifies the distinctive features of this arbitrage-free and yield-based model. In fact the two unknown timedependent functions, u(t) and σ r (t), are chosen to make the model consistent with, respectively, the current market term structure of interest rates (also known as the yield curve) and the current term structure of volatilities (also known as the volatility curve). A further advantage with respect to other term structure models is that interest rates cannot become negative, since changes in spot rates are lognormally distributed. Unfortunately, due to its lognormality, no analytic solution can be found and thus numerical techniques are required to derive an interest rate tree that correctly matches the market term structures. An uncomfortable consequence of the model is that for certain specification of the volatility function σ r (t) the spot interest rate can be mean-fleeing rather than mean-reverting. For this reason, many practitioners find it better to fit the model only to the interest rate term structure, holding the volatility term structure to a constant level σ r . In this case the stochastic process (2.2) reduces to the following
Applying Itô's lemma to (2.2) and assuming a risk-neutral valuation setting 1 the two-factor model can be written in matrix form as follows
and where the terms dW 1 (t) and dW 2 (t) are increments of the two correlated standard Wiener processes defined now under the risk-neutral probability measure Q. Let Π(t) = Π(X t , r t , t) be a continuous, twice-differentiable function of the state variables X and r at time t, and differentiable with respect to the time variable t. Applying the multivariate version of Itô's Lemma, we have
Using the hedging argument yields the following second-order partial differential equation
where q(t) is the market price of the interest-rate risk. In order to determine the value Π of any contingent claim dependent upon X and r, we must solve numerically equation (2.4), subject to the appropriate terminal and boundary conditions. For computational purposes it is convenient to approximate the joint evolution of the two continuous-time stochastic processes X and r with a bidimensional binomial (BB) lattice. In order to specify the jump sizes and probabilities we equate means, variances and correlations for the bidimensional binomial process with those of the stochastic processes X and r. Given that it is easier to work with an additive two-variable binomial process we consider equation (2.1) and derive the dynamics for the natural logarithm of the real estate asset value, i.e. (2.5) where y(t) := ln X(t) and with the drift term ν(t) which is defined as
dy(t) = ν(t)dt
Let us assume that during the time period [t, t+∆t] the natural logarithms of X and r can either go up to levels respectively of y(t) + ∆y u (t) and ln r(t) + ∆ ln r u (t) or down to levels respectively of y(t)+∆y d (t) and ln r(t)+∆ ln r d (t). Let p uu (t), p ud (t), p du (t) and p dd (t) denote the joint probabilities of the additive up and down jumps for the BB process, with the two subscripts representing the jump type, upward u or downward d, of y and ln r, respectively. The timedependent sets of additive jump sizes {∆y u (t), ∆y d (t), ∆ ln r u (t), ∆ ln r d (t)} and joint probabilities {p uu (t), p ud (t), p du (t), p dd (t)} are chosen to match the first and the second moments of the risk-neutral processes, i.e.,
where the joint probabilities must satisfy the following constraint
Note that the system of equations listed above cannot be solved analytically since there are more unknowns than constraints. In order to ensure the analytical tractability of the model we set the upward and downward jump sizes for y(t) to be equal, that is ∆y u (t) = −∆y d (t) with ∆y u (t) ≡ ∆y(t).
(2.12)
The above condition is similar to that originally proposed by [5] and on average has slightly better accuracy than the standard univariate binomial model with equal probabilities of one-half developed by [6] . Finally, we impose that the unconditional probabilities of upward and downward jumps for the shortrate dynamics are both equal to one-half. This choice in conjunction with equation (2.11) leads to the following constraints
Since the system consisting of equations (2.6)-(2.10) and (2.12)-(2.14) can now be solved analytically, we obtain for the additive jump sizes, ∆y(t), ∆ ln r u (t) and ∆ ln r d (t), and the joint probabilities, p uu (t), p ud (t), p du (t), and p dd (t), the following expressions in terms of model parameters
and
In order that each probability lies within the interval [0, 1] it must be satisfied the following condition
Solving (2.22) with respect to the correlation coefficient ρ(t) yields
Therefore within of our pricing model an almost arbitrary degree of correlation satisfying inequalities (2.23) can be accommodated between the real estate asset value and the spot interest rate. By virtue of its Markovian nature, this arbitrage-free two-factor model can be mapped onto a recombining BB tree, and therefore readily lends itself to the evaluation of a wide class of interest rate sensitive derivative securities.
Implementation and calibration of the bidimensional binomial tree
In this section we show how the BB lattice can be built to represent the dynamics of the two correlated state variables. Firstly, the BB lattice is implemented in such a way that it approximates the SDEs for the real estate asset value and the spot interest rate and then calibrated so that it is consistent with the current market term structures. Let us assume that the calibrated bivariate binomial lattice has N periods and each period is of size ∆t years. Hence the total time horizon of the lattice is T = N ∆t years. The recombining nature of the BB lattice ensures that at a generic time step n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N , corresponding to time t = n∆t, there are (n+1) 2 nodes which we label as (n, i, j), with i = −n, −n+2, . . . , n−2, n and j = −n, −n + 2, . . . , n − 2, n representing the levels achieved respectively by the state variables X and r. Hence at each period n and for both variables, the possible states are separated by two space steps and space indices i and j, with i, j ∈ Z, will step by two. It is useful to divide the (n + 1) [ Figure 1 about here] Let X(n, i, j) and r(n, j) be, respectively, the real estate asset value and the (annualized) one-period short rate at node (n, i, j) of the bidimensional binomial lattice. Furthermore, let p uu (n, j), p ud (n, j), p du (n, j) and p dd (n, j) denote the joint probabilities of the up and down movements for the BB tree at node (n, i, j) and as functions of the corresponding short rate r(n, j).
As it is shown in Figure 2 , there are four branches emerging from the node (n, i, j) to represent the four possible combinations of the two state variables going up or down at time step n + 1. While the short (∆t-period) rate r(n, j) can evolves either to a down-state, i.e.
or to an up-state, i.e.
r(n + 1, j + 1), with probability p uu (n, j) + p du (n, j) = p r , the real estate asset value X(n, i, j) rises or falls by an amount conditional on the interest rate movements as follows
Hence X(n + 1, i + 1, j − 1) and X(n + 1, i − 1, j − 1) represent up and down values conditional on a downward movement of the short rate, while X(n + 1, i + 1, j + 1) and X(n + 1, i − 1, j + 1) are up and down values if otherwise an upward movement of the short rate occurs. Note that the joint probabilities, p uu (n, j), p ud (n, j), p du (n, j), and p dd (n, j), are defined by equations (2.18)-(2.21) with the drift term ν(t) approximated now by
The recombining BB lattice can be constructed efficiently, extending the technique of forward induction first introduced by [7] . The procedure is an implementation of the binomial formulation of the Fokker-Planck forward equation and it is applicable to the general class of term structure models which is referred to as "Brownian-path independent" and that includes, among others, the BDT model.
[ Figure 2 about here]
Following [7] in our two-factor pricing model the levels of the two state variables at time t, i.e. the natural logarithm of the real estate asset value y(t) and the spot interest rate r(t), are given respectively by
where U X (t) is the mean of the normal distribution for y at time t, U r (t) is the median of the lognormal distribution for r at time t, σ X and σ r (t) are the levels (in percentage terms) of the constant and time-dependent volatilities of X and r respectively,W 1 (t) andW 2 (t) are the levels of the two correlated standard Wiener processes defined under the same risk-neutral probability measure Q.
While the term U X (t) is a known function of the time variable t, that is
where y(0) := ln X(0), with X(0) the initial value of the real estate asset, the two unknown time-dependent functions U r (t) and σ r (t) must be determined at each time period in order to fit the model to the current market term structures. If the model is implemented to fit just the interest rate term structure, with σ r (t) set equal to a constant level σ r , we only have to determine the median U r (t) and thus the level of the spot interest rate is given by
Since as ∆t → 0 the BB process i √ ∆t, j √ ∆t converges to the bidimensional standard Wiener process W 1 (t),W 1 (t) we can represent the real estate asset value and the short rate levels in the BB lattice respectively as
with |i| ≤ n and |j| ≤ n and where the equal jump size ∆y(n, j) for the natural logarithm of the real estate asset value is defined by (2.15). To build the recombining tree for the two state variables (i.e. determining X(n, i, j) and r(n, j) for each time period n and levels i and j) therefore requires us to determine U r (n) and σ r (n).
Determining the time-dependent functions U r (t) and σ r (t)
In order to determine the time-dependent functions U r (t) and σ r (t) we resort to the forward induction technique which involves using the Arrow-Debreu securities. Let us assume to have a security which pays the following monetary units
and let A(n, i, j) denote the value at time 0 (i.e., at root node (0, 0, 0)) of this Arrow-Debreu security that represents the building block of any security. In particular, the price of a pure discount bond which matures at period n + 1 can be written in terms of the Arrow-Debreu prices as follows
with the two summations that take place across all of the possible nodes at period n, that is for |i| ≤ n and |j| ≤ n, and where d(n, j), which denotes the price at period n and state j of the zero-coupon bond maturing at period n + 1 (i.e. the one-period discount factor at nodes (n, i, j), for all |i| ≤ n), can be defined as follows
As pointed out by [8] , the stability of lognormal short rate models is ensured by using the simple or effective annual rates instead of the continuously compounding interest rates. The forward induction procedure involves accumulating the state-contingent prices as we progress through the tree. Specifically, the Arrow-Debreu prices at period n, level i for the variable X and level j for the variabile r (i.e., the A(n, i, j)'s), can be computed from the known values at period n − 1 taking into account all possibile transitional paths that lead into node (n, i, j).
Firstly, each of the four extreme nodes at period n, with n = 1, 2 . . . , N , can be reached by a unique path and thus the Arrow-Debreu prices satisfy the following recursive relation
that is, we multiply each transitional probability by its state-contingent price at previous period n − 1 and the corresponding one-period discount factor.
For each of the [(n + 1) − 2] × 4 external nodes there are two transitional paths to be considered and therefore the Arrow-Debreu prices for such nodes at period n are computed recursively according to the following equation
that is, for each pair of nodes that lead into (n, i, j) we sum the two statecontingent prices at previous period n − 1, multiplied by their corresponding probabilities and one-period discount factors.
Finally, for each of the [(n + 1) − 2] 2 internal nodes, the Arrow-Debreu prices at period n satisfy the following equation
that shows the four possibile transitional paths through which the internal node (n, i, j) can be reached moving on the BB lattice from the previous period n − 1. Note that the Arrow-Debreu price at the initial period n = 0 and level 0 for both state variables, i.e., the initial condition for the recursive procedure, is by definition given by A(0, 0, 0) = 1. Before describing the general procedure to implement and calibrate the BB lattice so that it is consistent with the current interest rate and volatility term structures, in the next section we show how a version of the BB tree fitted to the yield curve only can be efficiently constructed.
Fitting the yield curve only
Many practitioners when using the BDT model, set the volatility function σ r (t) to a constant level σ r and so only fit to the yield curve. It follows that the mean-reverting term within the drift function ψ(t) equates to zero, and then the spot rate process is described by the SDE (2.3) whereas its discrete-time representation is given by
Using equations (3.12) and (3.7) and simple compounding for the one-period discount factor d(n, j) as expressed by equation (3.8) , the price of the pure discount bond maturing at period n + 1 can be rewritten as
Given that the discount function d(n, j) is determined by the market data, the only unknown in equation (3.13) is the median U r (n) of the lognormal distribution for r at period n. Due to the analytical intractability of the lognormal models, we cannot rearrange equation (3.13) to obtain U r (n) explicitly, and then we need to use a suitable numerical search technique. In order to solve numerically equation (3.13) and then get an approximated value for U r (n), by which to determine the short rate at period n using equation (3.12), we resort to the Newton-Raphson method.
Let n ≥ 1 and assume that U r (n − 1),
The procedure can be summarized by the following steps:
Step 1: From the initial yield curve, compute the market price of the n-period pure discount bondB(n), for n = 1, 2 . . . , N + 1;
Step 2: Using recursive forward equations (3.9)-(3.11) relative to the three types of nodes, generate the Arrow-Debreu prices A(n, i, j), for |i| ≤ n and |j| ≤ n, with n ≤ N ; Step 3: For n ≤ N , substituteB(n + 1) into nonlinear equation (3.13) and solve it for the only unknown U r (n) by using Newton-Raphson method;
Step 4: From U r (n) calculate r(n, j) and d(n, j), for |j| ≤ n, with n ≤ N , using equations (3.12) and (3.8), respectively; Step 5: From r(n, j), with |j| ≤ n, compute the joint probabilities p uu (n, j), p ud (n, j), p du (n, j) and p dd (n, j) by equations (2.18)-(2.21) and calculate X(n, i, j) by equation (3.5), for |i| ≤ n, with n ≤ N .
Fitting interest rate and volatility term structures
In this section we present the implementation procedure of the BB tree in its full generality. In order to fit the tree to both interest rate and volatility term structures we must consider the discrete-time equivalent of the spot rate process as expressed in equation (3.6) .
Let
, and B DD (n) denote the four possibile prices at period 1 of a pure discount bond maturing at period n, with n = 1, 2, . . . , N + 1, and
, and Y DD (n) be the corresponding yields. Given that at period 1 there are only two different realizations for the short (∆t-period) rate, r (1, −1) and r(1, 1) , it implies that
Since upward and downward moves of the short rate differ by the factor exp 2σ Y (n) √ ∆t it follows that
where σ Y (n) denote the initial volatility corresponding to the yield on a pure discount bond which matures at period n ≥ 1. Recalling the two possible ways to define the relationship between the initial price B(0, n) ≡ B(n) and the corresponding yield Y (0, n) ≡ Y (n) of a n-maturity pure discount bond, that is
we can solve for the initial yield volatility σ Y (n) in equations (3.14) to obtain the following formula
The two different discount functions B U (n) and B D (n), for n ≥ 2, are in relation to the prices at the initial time of n-maturity pure discount bonds, B(n), according the following discounted expectation formula
Using the probability conditions (2.13)-(2.14) and the continuous compounding as expressed in equation (3.15), we solve simultaneously equations (3.16) and (3.17) and find the following system of nonlinear equations
In order to determine the time-dependent functions that match the yield and volatility curves we use the forward induction technique which now involves defining the Arrow-Debreu securities as seen from the four possibile nodes at period 1. The following notation is then required:
A U U (n, i, j): Arrow-Debreu price at node (1, 1, 1) of a security that pays off 1 if states i and j are realized at period n and 0 otherwise; A DU (n, i, j): Arrow-Debreu price at node (1, −1, 1) of a security that pays off 1 if states i and j are realized at period n and 0 otherwise; A U D (n, i, j): Arrow-Debreu price at node (1, 1, −1) of a security that pays off 1 if states i and j are realized at period n and 0 otherwise; A DD (n, i, j): Arrow-Debreu price at node (1, −1, −1) of a security that pays off 1 if states i and j are realized at period n and 0 otherwise.
Note that A U U (n, i, j) = A DU (n, i − 2, j) and A U D (n, i, j) = A DD (n, i − 2, j), for |i| ≤ n. It follows that the initial condition for the recursive condition is then given by A U U (1, 1, 1) = A U U (1, −1, 1) = 1 and A U D (1, 1, 1) = A DD (1, −1, 1) =  1 . Therefore, the prices at period 1 of (n + 1)-maturity pure discount bonds, i.e. B U (n + 1) and B D (n + 1), for n = 1, 2, . . . , N , can be written in terms of the newly defined Arrow-Debreu prices in the two equivalent forms as follows
at node (1, 1, 1)
at node (1, 1, −1)
where the one-period discount factor, d(n, j), is defined using the simple compounding formula given in equation (3.8) , that is
Given that the term structure of pure discount bond prices and the term structure of yield volatilities, i.e.B(n) andσ Y (n) for n ≥ 1, are known at the initial time from market data, we are able to find the two discount functions, B U (n) and B D (n) for each period n ≥ 1, by using the system of nonlinear equations (3.18) in conjunction with the Arrow-Debreu pricing formulae (3.19)-(3.20) in a bidimensional Newton-Raphson iteration scheme where there are two unknowns, U r (n) and σ r (n), to be solved simultaneously. Note that the prices A U U (n, i, j), A DU (n, i, j), A U D (n, i, j) and A DD (n, i, j) of the newly defined Arrow-Debreu securities are updated according to the three types of node (i.e. extreme, external or internal) using recursive relations analogous to equations (3.9)-(3.11).
Let n ≥ 1 and assume that U r (n − 1), σ r (n − 1), (1, 1, 1) = A DU (1, −1, 1) = 1, A U D (1, 1, −1) = A DD (1, −1, −1 Step 1: From the initial yield and volatility curves, compute the market price and the corresponding yield volatility of the n-period pure discount bond, i.e.B(n) andσ Y (n), for each period n ≥ 1;
Step 2: SubstituteB(n) andσ Y (n) into system of nonlinear equation (3.18) to derive B U (n) and consequently B D (n), for n ≥ 2, by using Newton-Raphson iteration technique;
Step 3: Using recursive forward relations analogous to equations (3.9)-(3.11)
for three types of nodes, generate the Arrow-Debreu prices
and A DD (n, i, j), for |i| ≤ n and |j| ≤ n; Step 4: Substitute B U (n + 1) and B D (n + 1) into nonlinear equations (3.19)-(3.20) and solve them for the two unknowns U r (n) and σ r (n) by using bidimensional Newton-Raphson method;
Step 5: From U r (n) and σ r (n) calculate r(n, j) and d(n, j), for |j| ≤ n, using equations (3.6) and (3.8), respectively; Step 6: From r(n, j), with |j| ≤ n, compute the probabilities p uu (n, j), p ud (n, j), p du (n, j) and p dd (n, j) by equations (2.18)-(2.21) and calculate X(n, i, j) by equation (3.5), for |i| ≤ n.
An application to European and American options
An attractive feature of the BB lattice framework presented in this paper lies in the fact that, once the tree is built, any security dependent upon the two state variables can be easily evaluated by backward induction. Let Π(n, i, j) be the value of a real estate derivative at time step n < N , at level i in the underlying real estate asset value and at level j in the short rate. Within our two-factor pricing model, the value Π(n, i, j) of the derivative security is obtained as the discounted present value of the four possible future prices at time step n + 1 by the following backward equation
where the one-period discount factor d(n, j) is defined by (3.8) . This iteration continues backward all the way to the initial time n = 0. The initial value of the derivative security is then given by Π 0 ≡ Π(0, 0, 0). The pricing problem of any contingent claim dependent upon the two state variables can be solved using the same general backward iteration procedure, but the distinctive features that characterize a specific derivative contract are entirely embodied in the terminal and boundary conditions that, therefore, must be appropriately defined before solving the valuation problem.
As an application of the BB lattice framework introduced in this paper we consider the pricing problem at time t 0 ≥ 0 of European and American options written on a real estate asset whose value process X follows (2.1) and with payoff at time T (i.e. terminal condition) given by
where (x) + = max(x, 0), T ≥ t 0 is the maturity date and K ≥ 0 is the strike price of the option. Let V E (n, i, j) and V A (n, i, j) denote the value at node (n, i, j), for n = 0, 1, . . . , N and |i|, |j| ≤ n, of the European and American option, respectively. Using a calibrated BB tree with the life of the option τ := T − t 0 divides into N equal time periods (or steps) of length ∆t = τ /N years, the values of the European and American options at the maturity date T , i.e. at the N -th time period, are determined by the corresponding payoff as follows
where X(N, i, j) = X(t 0 ) exp i∆y(N, j) , for |i|, |j| ≤ N , are all of the possible values of the real estate asset at the final period N relative to the initial value X(t 0 ) and to the possible realizations of the short rate r(N, i, j) by which is determined the drift term for ∆y(N, j).
As we have shown above the value of the derivative at any node (n, i, j), with n < N , in the recombining tree is related to the four connecting nodes at the following time period n + 1 according to the general discounted expectation formula (4.1). Specifically, for European options this backward induction procedure only has to be performed as far back as time period N when the terminal condition of the option (4.2) is implemented. Hence the European option value at node (n, i, j) is given by
For American options, in order to evaluate the possibility of early exercise when applying the backward induction procedure by equation (4.1), we need to take the maximum of the discounted expectation and the intrinsic value (i.e. boundary conditions) of the option at each node. Similarly, after that the terminal condition of the option (4.2) has been implemented, the American option value at node (n, i, j), for all i,j at period n < N , is then given by
for a put option (4.4)
Numerical results and discussion
Once the branching process with both jump sizes and joint probabilities are correctly determined in such way that the resulting BB tree is consistent with market data, the general backward recursive procedure along with the appropriate terminal and boundary conditions allow us to value any specific contingent claim dependent upon the two state variables.
The numerical results reported in Table 1 show how the standard BSM model can be successfully recovered by implementing a BB lattice consistent with a flat yield curve and with yield volatilities and correlation coefficient set to be zero 2 . European and American options written on a real estate asset without any income flow, i.e. δ = 0, are used for this purpose. The value at initial time t 0 = 0 of the underlying asset, X(0), is 95, 100 or 110, the strike price, K, is 100, the time of maturity, T , is six months or one year, the instantaneous volatility of the percentage change in real estate asset value, σ X , is of 20 or 30 per cent per annum and the risk-free interest rate, r := r(t 0 , T ), is 5 per cent per annum. We assume that the two state variables are uncorrelated while the yield curve is flat at 5 per cent and the spot rate volatility is equal to zero, that is ρ(t) ≡ 0, r(t) ≡ r and σ r (t) ≡ 0, ∀ t ≥ 0. To implement the BB tree we use a number of time periods, N , that ranges from 20 to 240 while the analytic solution is calculated using the standard BSM pricing formula. The Crank-Nicolson finite difference (CNFD) method with a number of time steps equals to 1500 and 3000 for six-months and one-year options, respectively, is used to price the American put options since in the absence of income flows there is the usual equivalence between American and European calls.
[ Table 1 about here]
From the results in Table 1 , it is clear that the option prices obtained by the BB model converge with a slightly oscillatory behavior to both analytical and numerical solutions for any given value of the model parameters. Besides demonstrating numerical convergence to the BSM model and the CNFD method, an important analytical remark on the features of the two-factor pricing model when the spot interest rate is assumed constant may be useful to be considered. In fact in the special case of constant volatility structure, the two-factor pricing model is described by the following continuous-time risk-neutralized SDEs:
where corr(dW 1 (t), dW 2 (t)) = ρ(t) and u(t) is the median of the spot rate distribution at time t ≥ 0. When we assume that the two state variables X and r are uncorrelated and the initial yield curve is flat with the spot rate volatility equals zero, the diffusion process for r reduces to an ordinary differential equation of the form d ln r(t) = 0. This result along with the initial condition r(t 0 ) = r implies that the spot interest rate is a constant function, i.e. r(t) = r, ∀ t ≥ 0 and r ∈ R + , which gives the drift term for d ln X(t) to be constant, that is ν(t) ≡ ν := (r − δ − 1 2 σ 2 X ). It follows that the jump sizes for ln r are equal to zero and then the BB lattice used to approximate the continuous-time diffusion processes reduces to a standard univariate binomial tree with time-invariant risk-neutral probabilities and additive jumps. More specifically, from the system consisting of equations (2.6)-(2.7) and (2.11)-(2.14) it turns out that the equal jump size and the unconditional probabilities of upward and downward jumps for ln X are respectively given by ∆y(t) = σ 2 X ∆t + ν 2 ∆t 2 := ∆y, (4.5) and
Note that in this particular formulation of the BB model we cannot obtain separately each of the joint probabilities, p uu (t), p ud (t), p du (t) and p dd (t), by solving the system of equations (2.6)-(2.7) and (2.11)-(2.14). Hence the BB lattice collapses into a standard binomial tree in which the equal jump size (4.5) and the risk-neutral probabilities (4.6)-(4.7) are identical to those of the binomial model originally developed by [5] .
In order to assess the general validity of the BB model, we must take into consideration a stochastic interest rate and then fit the BB lattice to the initial yield and volatility curves. To simplify the analysis throughout this section, we assume that the volatility term structure is constant at level of 5 per cent per annum, i.e. σ r (t) ≡ 0.05 ∀ t ≥ 0, while the term structure of interest rates can be rising or declining according to the behavior described by the respective initial yield curve. Let us consider a time horizon T of one year and divide it into N T = 20 periods, each having length ∆T := 1/N T = 0.05 years. Assuming that the yield on pure discount bond maturing at the end of the first time interval ∆T is equal to 5 per cent per annum, we build the BB tree consistent with the following two different interest rate term structures: Since the surface of the option value obtained under the BB model is consistent with that calculated using the standard BSM pricing formula, we take a closer look at what are the patterns of the differences of European option values with stochastic interest rate minus the option values with constant interest rate. To calculate the surface of these differences over time to maturity and across different moneyness we use for common parameters of the two models the following values: K = 100, r = 0.05, δ = 0, σ X = 0.2, ρ(t) ≡ 0 ∀ t ≥ 0, with X(t 0 ) ranges from 90 to 110, and time to maturity τ =T − t 0 from 0 to 1 year. To ensure that option prices with different maturities are broadly comparable, the number of periods N in which is divided the time horizon of the option varies such that the length ∆t of each period is equal to 0.00625. Figures 3 and 4 show the various effects of stochastic interest rate in pricing European call and put options respectively, distinguishing between the two different initial yield curves that have been specified above. As we can see from Figures 3(a) and 4(a), when the term structure is rising, then the constant-rate model systematically underprices European calls and overprices European puts with respect to the stochastic-rate model. The degree of mispricing increases proportionately with the time to maturity and the absolute moneyness. The findings are just the opposite when the term structure is falling, as shown in Figures 3(b) and 4(b) . The constant-rate model overprices European calls and underprices European puts with the mispricing that is largest for long time-to-maturity and in-the-money options.
[ Figure 3 about here]
[ Figure 4 about here]
When taking non-zero correlation coefficient into consideration, the magnitude of differences between option prices under stochastic-rate using the BB lattice and those calculated by the BSM pricing formula with constant-rate can exhibit some interesting patterns. Tables 2 and 3 report and compare prices and percentage pricing differences of European calls and puts respectively, under different constant levels of the correlation coefficient ρ and over several times of maturity and moneyness levels. As previously we use for common parameters the following values: K = 100, δ = 0, r = 0.05 and σ X = 0.2. The BB tree is fitted to the two different initial yield curves with constant spot rate volatility of 0.05 and using a number of periods N that varies such that the length ∆t of each time step is equal to 0.005. Table 2 shows that the BSM model underprices European calls when the initial yield curve has an upward slope and overprices European calls when the initial yield curve has a downward slope. As the time of maturity increases, the percentage pricing errors increases almost proportionately in absolute value. Table 2 reveals that, except for short-maturity options (three months), the absolute-percentage pricing error of out-of-the money call (i.e., X 0 < K) is largest compared to at-the-money and in-the-money calls (i.e., X 0 ≥ K). Specifically, percentage differences for medium-and long-maturity call options (six months and one year) are decreasing functions of the moneyness level. Finally, comparison of percentage differences across the several ρ values reveals that the degree of mispricing increases as the correlation coefficient ρ ranges from -0.4 to 0.4 when the term structure is rising, while the pricing error decreases as ρ varies from negative to positive values when the term structure is falling.
[ Table 2 about here]
[ Table 3 about here] Table 3 shows that for European puts the sign of the percentage pricing differences under stochastic-and constant-rate using respectively BB and BSM models is opposite to that of the European calls. Specifically, when the initial yield curve is upward sloping European puts turn out to be overvalued by the BSM model, while it undervalues European puts when the initial yield curve is downward sloping. Similarly, longer maturity implies larger effects of mispricing and, except for three-months options, as the moneyness level decreases the percentage differences in absolute terms increases. Finally, the effect of the correlation coefficient on the relative magnitude of pricing errors is the same as for European calls regarding to the direction of mispricing. Hence, the absolute-percentage differences decreases as ρ ranges from -0.4 to 0.4 when the option is underpriced (i.e. when the term structure is rising), while percentage differences increases as ρ varies from negative to positive values when the option is overpriced (i.e. when the term structure is falling).
Although we have shown graphically and numerically the effects of stochastic interest rate only on European call and put options, it is easy to verify that the obtained results are valid for both European and American options written on real estate assets without income flow or with constant continuously paid cash-flow.
Conclusions
In this paper, we develop a two-factor model that is both computationally efficient and numerically accurate for pricing the growing class of interest rate sensitive real estate derivatives. The kernel of the model is made of a spot rate process with drift and volatility terms consistent with the current market term structures and a possibly correlated underlying real estate value process. These diffusion processes are approximated in discrete-time by a bidimensional binomial (BB) model. An analytical solution for jumps measure and risk-neutral probabilities are derived with the attractive property to avoid the negative-probability problem. The calibration procedure to market data is based on the forward induction technique which involves using the ArrowDebreu securities.
Numerical results show that option prices obtained under the BB model with constant spot rate and zero correlation converges rapidly to those calculated using the BSM pricing formula. Compared with the constant-rate model, the BB lattice framework turns out to be more accurate in pricing options for non-flat yield and volatility curves. In addition, the numerical tests show clear evidence supporting the use of the proposed model also when a low degree of correlation between the state variables is assumed.
(1, 1, 1) Fig. 2 . Branching process for a bidimensional binomial tree The initial value of the underlying asset (X 0 ) is 95, 100 or 105, the strike price (K) is 100, the time of maturity (T ) is 6 months or 1 year, the instantaneous volatility of the percentage change in real estate asset value (σ X ) is 0.2 or 0.3 per annum, the continuously paid cash-flow (δ) is 0, the risk-free interest rate (r) is 0.05 per annum, the yield curve is flat at 0.05, the instantaneous volatility of the percentage change in the spot rate (σr(t)) and the time-dependent correlation coefficient (ρ(t)) are equal to 0 ∀ t ≥ 0. The number of periods (N ) used to implement the BB tree consistent with a flat initial yield curve at 5 cent ranges from 20 to 240 while the analytic solution is calculated using the standard BSM pricing formula. The CNFD method has a number of time steps equal to 1500 and 3000 for 6-months and 1-year options, respectively. The left and right graphs of this figure show the pricing differences for European calls under stochastic-rate assumption using the BB model and within the standard BSM model with constant-rate, distinguishing between increasing and decreasing initial yield curves. To determine the surfaces, option prices are calculated for different moneyness levels choosing the initial value of the underlying asset (X 0 ) from 90 to 110 and for different times to maturity (τ ) from 0 to 1 year. Values chosen for common parameters are K = 100, r = 0.05, δ = 0, σ X = 0.2, ρ(t) ≡ 0, ∀ t ≥ 0. The BB lattice is fitted to the two different initial yield curves with constant spot rate volatility (σ r ) of 0.05 and using a number of periods (N ) that varies such that the length ∆t of each time step is of 0.00625. The left and right graphs of this figure show the pricing differences for European puts under stochastic-rate assumption using the BB model and within the standard BSM model with constant-rate, distinguishing between increasing and decreasing initial yield curves. To determine the surfaces, option prices are calculated for different moneyness levels choosing the initial value of the underlying asset (X 0 ) from 90 to 110 and for different times to maturity (τ ) from 0 to 1 year. Values chosen for common parameters are K = 100, r = 0.05, δ = 0, σX = 0.2, ρ(t) ≡ 0, ∀ t ≥ 0. The BB lattice is fitted to the two different initial yield curves with constant spot rate volatility (σr) of 0.05 and using a number of periods (N ) that varies such that the length ∆t of each time step is of 0.00625. Table 3 Comparison between BSM and BB models for European puts with different ρ values
